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As one of over 1,100 disability services providers in Australia, Lifestyle Solutions has an absolute 
commitment to protect the over 1,500 people we support and our more than 2,000 dedicated staff.  
 
Lifestyle Solutions operates in accordance with contractual requirements of government funding 
departments in each state and territory in which we provide services. We are also accountable to 
other independent government agencies who provide oversight and, in some cases, accreditation 
to operate. We are also a registered provider of supports with the National Disability Insurance 
Agency.  

 
The ABC 7.30 program that went to air on Tuesday, 4 July flagged a Queensland based matter that 
involved a serious allegation. Lifestyle Solutions confirmed the following in a direct response to 
questions from ABC’s 7.30 program: 
 

- the complaint was taken very seriously and was referred to Queensland Police for 
investigation, as was entirely appropriate; 

- the complaint prompted an internal investigation that led to appropriate disciplinary action 
being taken for breaches of employee protocols. 

 
The disciplinary action against the former employee was taken in light of the outcome of the police 
investigation into the matter at the time, and within the bounds of obligations under work place 
law. It would not be appropriate for Lifestyle Solutions, or indeed in our view, any organisation, to 
second guess the outcome of any future police investigation in the absence of new facts. However, 
based on its report, this seems to be the course of action the ABC 7.30 program is advocating. 
 
For clarity, Lifestyle Solutions does support calls for changes to the criminal justice system so as to 
better address the current difficulties in the prosecution of criminal cases of abuse involving people 
with disability. 
 
As to the matters raised in Victoria, the Minister’s comments are disappointing. Lifestyle Solutions’ 
management offered comprehensive solutions to address any concerns raised by the Department 
of Health and Human Services (DHHS), before ultimately providing notice on 22 June 2017 that we 
would relinquish the government funded services.  

Further, an independent accreditation of Lifestyle Solutions against DHHS Service Standards 
carried out after the investigation by DHHS referred to by the Minister in the program  concluded 
that Lifestyle Solutions does meet DHHS Standards. The accreditation against the DHHS Service 
Standard by an Independent Review Body was conducted in accordance with DHHS Policies and 
Guidelines. 

  



 
 
 

 

I was appointed as the new Chief Executive of Lifestyle Solutions in November last year. Five of our 
seven directors were appointed from October 2014. 

As an organisation, we continuously review and implement advancements to strengthen our 
policies, procedures and management frameworks to deliver the best services possible.  

Our quality, compliance and risk management systems include: 
 

• Compliance with government protocols for working with children and people with disability; 

• Compliance with strict procurement and acquittal rules that are attached to the securing of 
government funding (over 90 percent of funding for Lifestyle Solutions comes from 
government); 

• Regular formal performance and financial reviews with all government agencies to ensure client 
outcomes are achieved and government funding is allocated to the correct programs; 

• Transparent and frequent reporting to our board of the outcome of these audits;  

• A co-ordinated approach to identifying and managing chronic health risks and implementing 
health care plans for the people we support; 

• A team of specialists that provide clinical and behaviour management support; 

• Ongoing staff training and development; 

• A process for people we support and their families to raise complaints; 

• A whistle-blowing policy that encourages employees to share any concerns. 
 

The future success of the implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme relies in part 
on a dedicated and sustainable non-government disability services sector.  
 
Our staff work hard to make a genuine contribution, often taking on some of the most complex and 
challenging matters. In the context of the 1,500 people they care for on an ongoing basis they do 
very good work. 
 
About Lifestyle Solutions: For more information on the services provided and outcomes achieved 
by Lifestyle Solutions, please visit the following links:  
ABC Radio, 28 June 2017. http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-28/disability-provider-lifestyle-
solutions-continuing-reforms/8658686  
Lifestyle Solutions Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/LifestyleSolutions/  
Possibilities – Autumn 2017 newsletter for people we support, carers and the community:  
http://bit.ly/2tKgR0s 
 
Regards 
 

 
Andrew Hyland 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
      END      
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Louise Ross, General Manager, Marketing 
and Communications on 0419 002 458 
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